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Long Lane - Walk 4

This circular walk takes you south across the Essex border. You will walk
past the remains of the old Mill and across the Mill Meadows. This walk
takes you up an ancient drovers’ road and when you start to descend back
into Clare there are some amazing views of the Town and Clare Castle.
From the car park, cross the railway bridge
and take the riverside path west to the end
of the Park. Cross the road and turn left taking
a rough path following the road. After the road
bends right, and before reaching the houses, take
the signed path on the left at the edge of a field.
Follow this path through two fields and turn left at
a T-junction onto a metalled path.
Wet weather alternative start (dotted line): From
the car park walk directly east on the broad path
past Clare Park Centre and the Railway Station.
Cross a wooden bridge over part of the old moat
and a second bridge over the Chilton Stream.
Immediately after the second bridge take a
climbing path to your left to reach a housing
estate. Turn right onto a lane and cross the bridge
over the railway walk, passing Mill House to your
right and on to a footbridge by the old mill.
Go half left across the field and cross a footbridge
over The Stour. Keep straight ahead to reach the
road. Turn right on the road for approx. 200m
to reach a broad, gated, track on your left (Long
Lane). Take this track (1.5km) to reach a road at
Cutbush Farm. See 3.

2 After passing through some yellow bollards
you join Long Lane where you turn right. Take
this track (800m) to reach a road.

3 At Cutbush Farm turn left on the road for

straight for the nearest electricity pylon in the
middle of the field.
Alternative route (dotted line): Instead of turning
left at 4, to extend the walk continue for 400m on
the road to reach a wide, grassy signposted track
on the left. Take this track for approx. 400m to a
yellow marked signpost. Pass to the right of this
and immediately turn left through the hedge. Go
half right for 30m to next signpost. Then head half
left straight across the field towards the left hand
(and nearest) pylon in the middle of the field. At
the pylon (PIB 26) turn half right and follow the
instructions in 5 below.

5 At the pylon (PIB 26) turn half left and head
towards the corner of the hedge where the field
makes a 90° turn away from you.

6 Continue on the path to a concrete road.
Follow the sign on the left to continue straight
for 30m. Turn left (not quite 90°) at the waymark
and head straight across the field towards the
right hand of the two larger bushy trees. At the
tree turn right along the waymarked path.

7 Pass through the hedge over a small bridge,
turn left and almost immediately right down a
grassy track leaving the hedge on the left. Follow
the track and 200m after passing the black barn
turn left over a footbridge onto a farm track. Turn
right down the track to the road.

400m.

4 After a clump of trees on your right (Butlers
Farm), turn left onto a signed but rough path,
keeping the hedge on the left. Follow the field
edge for about 400m to the corner, turn briefly
right and then left over a footbridge. Head

8 Turn left on the road. After 150m turn right
onto the path. Cross the field and river and
then head diagonally left and cross the weir at
the corner of the field. Continue on the footpath
beside the river until you reach the railway bridge
which you cross to return to the car park
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Long Lane - Walk 4

This walk is primarily on gently undulating land that was forested in
pre-historic times (by the 16C only 5% of Suffolk was forested). Medieval
farmsteads were mostly located on the shoulders of hills, usually near
springs that are now seen as ponds. After the agricultural depression of the
later 19C, with large numbers of workers leaving the land, the second half
of the 20C saw an acceleration in large-scale arable farming. Surviving field
boundaries are generally medieval. The walk can be muddy in winter so
allow extra time and wear suitable footwear.
A Just as the path levels off you will notice
a row of yellow metal bollards in front of
you. This is where the alternative route joins
the main walk. You will probably have seen
good views of Clare on your left but it is worth
stopping just before the bollards to again
admire the unique view of Clare.

B As you pass through the final hedgerow and
head back towards the main road its worth
stopping and taking a look at the view in front
of you; here you will see the castle wall, church
and wind turbine.

C The short stretch of field between the mill
and the bridge over the River Stour is called
the Mill Meadows. Once you reach the Mill
Meadows you will cross the field diagonally
and head for the weir in the top left hand
corner of the field; the weir is still operated by
the owner of the Mill House. This final stretch
of the walk takes you down the New Cut where
it joins the car park via the original Victorian
iron railway bridge.

Wet weather alternative start (dotted line):

D Just before you turn onto Bailey Lane you
will see the old railway bridge directly in
front of you, if you look towards the top left
hand corner you will notice an area painted
white; this would have been the back drop for
the original signalling structure.

E After crossing the old railway bridge, the
large private house on the right was the
19C mill owner’s house.

F As you pass through the gate look to your
left, you will see the remains of the mill
water wheel. The mill was originally powered
by steam and water. The section of river that
supplied the mill is called the New Cut.

G After a short section of road you will turn left
onto a long track, this track is called Long
Lane and was originally a drover’s track.
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Find out more about the Park by visiting www.clarecastlecountrypark.co.uk

